
Tropical Vibes
3�NIGHTS�|�4�DAYS�

Bengaluru�to�Goa�(North�Goa)

DAY�1

Goa, India's coastal gem, boasts captivating beaches, cultural fusion, and lively
nightlife. Portuguese heritage, tropical vibes, water sports, and vibrant markets

create a unique tourist haven.

Morning: Transfer to the airport for a morning flight from
Bengaluru to Goa (1 hr 10 mins fly time).
Arrive in Goa and check into the hotel in North Goa.
Afternoon: Lunch at a local restaurant / hotel
Evening: Spend the evening relaxing on one of the beautiful
beaches of North Goa, such as Baga, Calangute, or Anjuna. Enjoy
the sunset and explore the beachside shacks for some Goan
seafood.Return to the hotel and relax for the evening.
Overnight in North Goa

GOA

North�Goa�Exploration

DAY�2

After breakfast, head to the historic Aguada Fort, offering
panoramic views of the Arabian Sea and the coastline.
Late Morning: Visit the famous Anjuna Flea Market, known for
its vibrant atmosphere and a variety of items including
clothing, accessories, handicrafts, and more.
Afternoon: Have lunch at a beachside restaurant or shack.



South�Goa�Exploration

DAY�3�

Morning: Check out from your North Goa hotel and travel to South
Goa (1 hr 45 mins drive).
Check-in to the hotel.
Late Morning: Visit the Basilica of Bom Jesus, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, and the Se Cathedral. These historical sites showcase
the Portuguese influence on Goan architecture.
Afternoon: Have lunch at a local restaurant.
Evening: Spend your evening at Palolem Beach or Colva Beach in
South Goa. These beaches are comparatively quieter and perfect for a
relaxed evening by the sea.

Water�Sports�and�Departure

DAY�4

Evening: Explore the Chapora Fort, known for its scenic
beauty and its appearance in Bollywood movies. Enjoy the
stunning sunset views from here.
Return to the hotel and relax for the evening.
Overnight in North Goa

Return to the hotel and relax for the evening.
Overnight in South Goa

Morning: Breakfast.
Depart for water sports activities at one of the beaches. Many
beaches offer options like parasailing, jet skiing, banana boat rides,
and more (activity charges to be paid directly).
Afternoon: Check out from the hotel and have lunch.
Evening: Transfer to the airport (1 hr 15 mins drive). Depart from Goa
back to Bengaluru, by flight.

TOUR CONCLUDES
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RATES:

NOTES

Customized tour rates will be furnished upon request, tailored to your individual preferences and
requirements.

The timings and order of activities are subject to change based on local conditions and flight schedules.
Detailed itinerary with timings will be provided at the time of confirmation.
The itinerary is subject to alterations and adjustments to improve the travel experience or due to unexpected events,
such as flight schedule changes, weather conditions, or local holidays.
Refunds for cancellations will follow the cancellation policy set forth by the respective hotels, airlines and tour operators. 
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